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Abstract 
This project develops a tool to identify the modes of operation of diodes and transistors in a 
circuit. The MoHAT tool receives schematics or circuit files generated from LTspice, and it 
determines the state of each diode and transistor. This tool illustrates diodes, BJT and MOS 
regions of operations using text or graphics accordingly. The tool also suggests necessary 
adjustments to switch from one mode of operation to another upon users request. Furthermore, 
the tool specifies if a transistor functions in amplification region. The MoHAT tool compares the 
nodal voltages of an element and determines the mode of operation.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Computer simulation software forms an integral part of electrical engineering. There are many 
types of software utilized to test and design circuits prior to implementation. Among those, 
LTspice is one of the most powerful simulation tools [4, 5, 13]. Even though there are other 
software vendors which distribute free student versions of their software, they do not allow 
parsing circuits that contain large number of nodes. They provide limited services in the student 
version. LTspice, however, does not restrict services available to students interested in parsing 
very large circuit. It is nice to add more features. Therefore, MoHAT adds additional capability 
to enhance LTspice service so that it enables Cal Poly EE students to check how each transistor 
and diode behaves in a given circuit.  
MoHAT stands for Model-Hypothesize-Analyze-Test. It is a mnemonic to help students 
memorize how to solve complex circuits. MoHAT facilitates visualizing circuit operation and the 
solution techniques. The technique complements graphical solution techniques such as load-line 
analyses. MoHAT enables students to visualize circuit operation. This increases students’ skill in 
analyzing circuits containing diodes and transistors [14].  
Students learn analytical methods to determine the region of operation of diodes and transistors 
when a circuit consists of small numbers of those components. However, when a circuit contains 
too many transistors and diodes, it is difficult to know how each component behaves as part of a 
given circuit. Simulation tools assist to check and verify one’s thought process applied to analyze 
the circuit.  However, most simulation tools do not contain this capability. Specifically, LTspice 
does not include this capability. As a result, my advisor proposed this project. Since I have seen 
students, mainly in EE307 and EE308, struggling to identify the modes of operation of diodes 
and transistors, this project addresses the issue upon its completion.   
Prior work has been done by Mike Borland at Cal Poly to add the same capability to Pspice [15].  
His work gives a direction to my project.  
This project considers customers’ needs. It also includes marketing requirements and engineering 
specifications. The relevant details are included in chapter 2. Chapter 2 treats customers’ needs 
assessment, specifications and preliminary concepts about diodes and transistors.  
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CHAPTER 2 
CUSTOMER NEEDS, REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
Customer Needs Assessment 
Many of the applications of diodes and transistors require knowing the mode of operation. 
EE306, EE307, and EE308 students use LTspice to simulate circuits containing these 
components. However, LTspice does not have tools that enable students to identify the state of 
these elements. Consequently, students have to use paper and pencil method to check the mode 
of operations.  This takes a considerable amount of time for those who simulate circuits that 
containing multiple elements. When I took those classes, I wished there was a way to identify 
their state rapidly. I asked some of my classmates if they are interested in using such programs. 
They are absolutely positive about using it. I also interviewed some students informally, and all 
of them are interested in using such a tool. Students recommend including a feature that shows 
how the current flows in the circuit. They also suggest showing components smoking when 
current exceeds specifications.  
Requirements and Specifications 
I have researched required specifications related to Pspice simulation software. This gives me an 
insight in what to consider as part of the MoHAT specification document. In addition, Michael 
Borland wrote specifications for a similar tool developed in Pspice. This document conveys the 
critical issues that must be included in the specification. We discuss specification document 
preparation in EE460. During the discussion, students suggest things to consider while writing 
the MoHAT specification document. Engineering specifications and requirements are listed in 
Table I below. The numbers in column 1 represent marketing requirements corresponding to a 
specification in a row. Column 2 consists of the lists of engineering specifications. Supporting 
details for each specification appears in column 3. 
Table I: MoHAT tool senior project requirements and specifications 
Marketing 
Requirements 
Engineering 
Specifications 
Justification 
1,2 Users access the program from a 
server in less than 60s once logged in. 
Users should be able to access the 
program from a server. It takes a while 
to load from a server, so it should take 
about a minute.  
3 The program illustrates the state of 
diodes and transistors in less than 
20ms from PC. 
It takes about 1us to parse the state of a 
diode and 10us to parse transistors.  
Therefore, the program parses the state 
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of diodes and transistors that reside in 
circuits that have a reasonable size.  
4 The program displays colored 
components to indicate the state of 
each component.  
 The MoHAT tool displays the state of 
diodes and transistors. Each state is 
represented by a corresponding text 
label. Text label that represents each 
state appears on a schematic during .op 
analysis to indicate the state of each 
component. When the simulation type 
is a dc sweep, graph representing 
voltage transfer characteristics of 
components appears on the screen. 
Color is superimposed on the plot to 
indicate states.  During transient 
simulation, color indicating states of 
components appears on the graph. 
State legend that correlates color and 
state appears as well. 
5 A user must use LTspice to generate 
the schematic or .out file. 
This project focuses on LTspice based 
program. Therefore, a user is required 
to have LTspice running machine. 
6 A machine does not consume more 
than 40uW when it runs this program. 
Curious users can verify its power 
consumption by checking what devices 
are on in the machine during the 
execution of this program. It may need 
understanding the architecture of a 
machine.  
1 The program is platform independent. Users can use the program to simulate 
circuits in a machine running LTspice. 
 This tool works for .dc,.op  and .trans 
simulations 
This tool gives the mode of operation 
of each component both at its biasing 
point and transient analysis. 
 This tool receives .asc or .out file 
from LTspice. It also receives .cir file.  
The tool imports settings from LTspice 
and operate on the imported data. 
Marketing Requirements 
1. Users do not need to buy any additional hardware. It can run from server or personal 
computer. 
2. Users can identify the mode of operation of diodes and transistors very quickly by 
running the program from a server. 
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3. PC users can characterize all diodes and transistors in a circuit very quickly. 
4. The program is easy to use and read the state of components of a circuit. 
5. Users can run the simulation using free software known as LTspice. 
6. The program consumes very low power. 
 
Diode Operating Regions 
A diode is a two-terminal device designed to conduct current in one direction only. A diode 
carries current from the terminal called anode (A) to the terminal called cathode (C). The circuit 
symbol is shown in Figure 1. The diode equation depicts the ideal behavior of a diode. The diode 
equation provides insightful mathematical model for the i-v characteristics of a diode. The 
mathematical model is: 
 
 .............................................................................................................(2.1)  
Where IS = reverse saturation current of a diode 
 vD = voltage applied to diode 
 n = non-ideality factor  
 VT = thermal voltage 
 
For the case vD > 0, a diode operates under forward bias, and large amount of current flows 
through the diode.  For appreciable current iD in the forward direction, the diode equation is 
approximated by the exponential relationship 
 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… (2.2) 
In other words, Equation 2.2 applies when vD > 4VT. 
For vD < 0, a diode operates under reverse bias. When a diode operates in reverse bias, very small 
reverse leakage current flows through the diode. This current is approximated by iD = -IS.  Since 
this current is negligible, one can assume a diode is in off state when it operates under this 
condition.  
The above exponential model describes the forward region operation of diode accurately. 
However, the non-linearity of the model makes it difficult to use to analyze circuits containing a 
diode. This indicates that the model is not handy for paper and pencil analysis. To speed up the 
analysis process, piecewise-linear model comes into play. Piecewise-linear model recognizes that 
a diode operates in three different regions. It behaves in cutoff, ON and breakdown regions. The 
regions and the associated representations in the MoHAT tool are shown in Table II.  
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Figure 1: Diode circuit symbol  
Table II: Diode States, conditions and corresponding graphics in the MoHAT tool 
Diode States Condition Graphics  
Cutoff  -VZ  < VD < VD(on) 
 
ON VD  ≥ VD(on) 
 
Breakdown  VD ≤ -VZ 
 
 
BJT Operating Regions 
A BJT, acronym for bipolar junction transistor, is a three terminal device. Its structure consists of 
three alternating layers of n- and p-type semiconductor materials. The three terminals are emitter 
(E), base (B), and collector (C). The two variants of BJT are NPN and PNP. The circuit symbols 
are shown in Figure 2. Each BJT device forms two PN-junctions called emitter base junction 
(EBJ) and collector-base junction (CBJ). Based on terminal voltages across these junctions, there 
are four possible operating regions for each variant. These are cutoff, forward active, reverse 
active, and saturation.  Operation regions and associated representations in the MoHAT tool are 
shown in Table III.  
 
 
    
  
 
Figure 2: (a) NPN circuit symbol     (b) PNP circuit symbol 
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Table III : BJT transistor states, conditions and associated graphics in the MoHAT tool 
Transistor Conditions Graphics  
Type  State EBJ CBJ 
NPN Cutoff VBE  <  VBE(on) VBC < VBC(on) 
 
NPN Forward Active  VBE  ≥ VBE(on) VBC < VBC(on) 
 
NPN Reverse Active  VBE < VBE(on) VBC ≥ VBC(on) 
 
NPN Saturation  VBE  ≥ VBE(on) VBC ≥ VBC(on) 
 
PNP Cutoff VEB < VEB(on) VCB < VCB(on) 
 
PNP Forward Active  VEB  ≥ VEB(on) VCB < VCB(on) 
 
PNP Reverse Active  VEB < VEB(on) VCB ≥ VCB(on) 
 
PNP Saturation  VEB ≥ VEB(on) VCB ≥ VCB(on) 
 
 
MOSFET Operating Regions 
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MOSFET stands for metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor. The two most common 
variants of this device are NMOSFET and PMOSFET. It has three externally accessible 
terminals for connection. The terminals are source (S), drain (D), and gate (G). The circuit 
symbols for the two variants are shown in Figure 3. Based on terminal voltages, there are three 
possible operating regions for each variant. These are cutoff, triode, and saturation.  Operation 
regions and associated representations in the MoHAT tool are shown in Table IV. 
S
G
D
G
S
D
(a) (b)  
Figure 3: (a) NMOS circuit symbol        (b) PMOS circuit symbol 
 
Table IV: MOSFET states, conditions and corresponding graphics in the MoHAT tool 
Transistor  Conditions   
Graphics  Type State  Gate - Source Drain - Source 
NMOS Cutoff  VGS  <  VT Do not care D
S
G
 
NMOS Triode  VGS  ≥  VT VDS < VGS - VT D
S
G
 
NMOS Saturation  VGS  ≥  VT VDS  > VGS - VT D
S
G
 
PMOS Cutoff  VS G <  |VTP| Do not care 
S
G
D
 
PMOS Triode  VSG  ≥  |VTP| VSD < VSG - |VTP| 
S
G
D
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PMOS Saturation  VSG  ≥  |VTP| VDS > VSG - |VTP| 
S
G
D
 
 
  
Primary Constraints 
This project considers customers’ needs as a constraint. The primary customers are students.  
Therefore, the project has to be versatile to address their need. Obviously, students use different 
devices to access this tool. As a result, the tool has to be platform independent so that it runs in 
different machines such as Mac, Windows and the like.  Since customers may tend to use the 
tool from the cloud, I find it very essential to manage this desire too. In addition, the tool 
produced upon the completion of this project receives input from LTspice. Therefore, I have to 
make sure my codes are compatible with LTspice so that I import circuit files and simulation 
results. The capability of the tool depends on the current capability of LTspice.  
This project has deliverables. These deliverables and due dates are listed in table II below. 
Column 1 shows projected due dates. The deliverables appear in column 2. 
Table V: MoHAT tool senior project deliverables 
Delivery 
Date 
 
Deliverable Description 
04/16/2015  Design Review  
05/29/2015  EE 461 demo 
06/03/2015  EE 461 report 
11/27/2015  EE 462 demo 
02/16/2015  ABET Sr. Project Analysis 
11/20/2015  Sr. Project Expo Poster 
12/04/2015  EE 462 Report 
 
The project identifies customers’ needs, marketing requirements and engineering specifications. 
Once the author identifies the problem clearly, he explores important principles and concepts 
applicable to solve the problem at stake. Now those relevant inputs for the project are 
discovered, functional decomposition of the tool is underway in chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3 
FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION 
Block Diagram 
MoHAT tool inputs and outputs are represented using block diagram. Figure 1 shows Level 0 
block diagram.  
 
Figure 4: Level 0 MoHAT tool functionality 
The MoHAT tool includes LTspice .asc and text file as input, and users utilize user 
interface control to choose different settings that characterize transistors and diodes.  The tool 
yields either voltage transfer characteristics of individual diodes and transistors or colored 
diode(s) and transistor(s) on a schematic. Users can also observe the state of transistors and 
diodes in the circuit by moving the cursor on the input voltage graph. In this mode, colors of 
each component changes depending on its state as a user traces the input voltage graph.  The 
state legend refers to the associated color to each state. This functionality is represented using 
block diagram shown in figure 1. Input, output and their functionalities are described in Table 
VI below.  The table contains the modules and the description of each module.  
Table VI: MoHAT tool Input, output and functionality  
Module MoHAT Tool Module Description  
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Inputs - LTspice .asc file 
-  LTspice text file 
- User control interface 
Outputs  - Colored Diode(s)  
The color of each diode changes as its state changes. Users observe 
representative colors for each state.  
- Colored transistor(s ) 
The color of each transistor changes as its state changes. Users observe 
representative colors for each state.  
- Colored VTC of diode(s) 
The voltage transfer characteristics of each diode appear on MoHAT 
tool. Colors representing state are overplayed on the plots.  
- Colored VTC of transistor(s) 
- State legend  
The legend shows the matching between color and associated state. 
 
Functionality  Import LTspice output file such as .asc or text file to plot voltage transfer 
characteristics of each diode and transistor (for transient and dc sweep). The 
plots are labeled with different colors depending on the state of each component 
under test. Users are also able to observe the mode of operation as the color of 
diode(s) and transistor(s) change while moving the cursor on the input graph for 
dc sweep, ac sweep and transient simulation. The legend represents associated 
color to each mode of operation.   
 
 
 
Level 1 Block Diagram 
The Level 1 diagram for this project is a software flowchart. The flow chart includes important 
components. The flowchart is shown below. Each state designates the corresponding graphics in 
the state tables in chapter 2. The flowchart includes Figure 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 
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Figure 5:  Flowchart  
ON 
Breakdown 
Cutoff 
Start  
 
Import circuit 
from LtSpice 
Import LtSpice 
output file 
Is D? 
Read circuit file 
Is Q? 
 
Is M? 
Is VD 
≤ -Vz? 
Is –Vz 
< VD 
≤VD 
(on) 
VD 
≥VD 
(on) 
Is 
NPN? 
Process NPN 
Process PNP 
Is 
NMOS? 
Process NMOS 
Process PMOS 
Is end 
of file? 
Exit 
Yes  
No  
No  No  
Y
e
s 
 Yes  Yes  
No  
Yes  
Yes  
N
o
  
Y
e
s  
No  
Yes  
No  
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Yes  
Yes  
Process NPN 
VBE < VBE(on) 
, VBC <VBC(on) 
VBE ≥ VBE(on) 
, VBC <VBC(on) 
VBE < VBE(on) 
, VBC ≥VBC(on) 
VBE ≥ VBE(on) , 
VBC  ≥ VBC(on) 
Cutoff 
Reverse 
Active 
Saturation  
Forward 
Active 
Is end 
of file? 
Exit 
Read file 
Yes  
Yes  
No  
No  
No  
Yes  
No  
Figure 6: process representing NPN states  
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No  
No  
No  
Yes  
Yes  
Yes  
Yes  
Yes  
No  
Process PNP 
VEB < VEB(on) 
, VCB <VCB(on) 
VEB ≥ VEB(on) 
, VC B<VCB(on) 
VEB < VEB(on) 
, VCB ≥VCB(on) 
VEB ≥ VEB(on) , 
VCB  ≥ VCB(on) 
Cutoff 
Reverse 
Active 
Saturation  
Forward 
Active 
Is end 
of file? 
Exit 
Read file 
Read file 
Figure 7: process representing PNP states 
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No  
No  
Yes  
Yes  
Yes  
Yes  
No  
Process NMOS 
Read file 
Read file 
VGS < VT 
VGS ≥ VT, 
VDS<VGS - VT 
Is end of file? 
VGS ≥ VT, VDS 
>VGS - VT 
 
Cutoff 
Sa 
Saturation  
VGS ≥ VT, 
VDS >VGS - 
VT 
 
Triode 
Is end 
of file? 
Exit 
Read file 
Read file 
VGS ≥ 
VT, 
VDS<VGS 
- VT 
Figure 8: process representing NPN states 
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Chapter 3 covers the functional decomposition of the project. It includes level 0 and level 1 
block diagrams. The level 1 block diagram is a software flowchart that assists to develop the 
No  
No  
Yes  
Yes  
Yes  
Yes  
No  
Process PMOS 
Read file 
Read file 
VSG < -VTP 
VSG ≥ -VTP, 
VSD<VSG + VTP 
Is end of file? 
VSG ≥ -VTP, VSD 
>VSG + VTP 
 
Cutoff 
Sa 
Saturation  
VGS ≥ VT, 
VDS >VGS - 
VT 
 
Triode 
Is end 
of file? 
Exit 
Read file 
Read file 
VGS ≥ 
VT, 
VDS<VGS 
- VT 
Figure 9: process representing NPN states 
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tool. Now that the author understands the details of the project, he plans the project in the 
following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 
PROJECT PLANNING 
This project requires software to implement the design. To identify software that includes 
desirable features, features are compared in the table below.  The tick mark shows the software 
contains the given feature. The software that meets all the requirements gets tick mark in the pass 
column. Graphical user interface is important feature to program the tool because programming 
this tool needs to use graphics. Displaying the circuit components require to use a programming 
environment that includes GUI.  
Compiled language:  is one where the program, once compiled, is expressed in the instructions 
of the target machine. For example, an addition "+" operation in your source code could be 
translated directly to the "ADD" instruction in machine code.  
Interpreted language: is one where the instructions are not directly executed by the target 
machine, but instead read and executed by some other program (which normally is written in the 
language of the native machine). For example, the same "+" operation would be recognized by 
the interpreter at run time, which would then call its own "add(a,b)" function with the appropriate 
arguments, which would then execute the machine code "ADD" instruction. 
Compiled language is more convenient for this project because when the tool runs in different 
platforms it does not cause compatibility issue. I selected Qt as a development environment for 
this project. However, the software vendors do not allow using this software to develop another 
tool unless the entity pays monthly recurring fee. This increases the cost of the project. As a 
result, the author decides to implement the project using free development environment called 
python.  
Table VII: Software choice comparison  
Software  Features Pass 
Interpreted  Compiled  GUI 
Java √  √  
Python  √  √  
C++  √   
C  √   
Qt √ √ √ √ 
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This project spans three quarters. The first quarter focuses on planning and identifying the 
problem at stake. The second quarter focuses on learning and identifying relevant software for 
the project. In addition, the author develops detailed flow chart that assists for implementation. 
The third quarter involves finishing up the product and implementing. The following three charts 
show the task breakdown for each quarter. The first chart contains tasks done in the first quarter. 
The second chart gives the timeline of the tasks accomplished in the second quarter. Finally, the 
third one shows the tasks accomplished in the third quarter. 
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Table VIII:  EE460 Gantt chart 
 
 
Table IX:  EE461 Gantt chart 
Spring 2015
M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F
30 6 13 20 27 4 11 18 25 1 8
Documentation
Review Java
Learn Python 
learned Qt
Software selection
Compare software based on merit
Tabulate BJT States
Tabulate  MOS States
Tabulate Diode states 
prepare flow chart 
Visit Advisor for feedback
Report progress to advisor
Final Report 
Report Progress to advisor visit advisor for feedback
Finals
EE 461 Gantt Chart
Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5
Winter 2015
M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F
5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23 2 9 16
Project Plan
Abstract (Proposal) V1
Requirements and Specifications
Block Diagram
Literature search
Gantt Chart
Cost Estimates
ABET Sr. Project Analysis
Requirements and Specifications V2
Report V1
Advisor Feedback Due
Report V2
Presentations
Requirements and Specifications
Report V1
HW 1 Resume & Cover Letter
Due
HW 2 Sensitivity Analysis
Due
HW 3 Reverse Engineering
Due
Final Exam
Team Assignment Feedback Required Assignment Due V1.5 Due to Advisor & Instr. In-class assignment Advisor Feedback
Finals
EE 460 Gantt Chart
Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5
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Table X: EE462 Gantt chart  
EE 462 Gantt Chart
Fall 2015
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Finals
M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F
5 12 19 26 2 9 16 23 2 9 26 16
Documentation
Write GUI for PC
Program diode states 
Program BJT states 
program MOSFET states 
EE307 & 308 students Test Tool
Receive feedback from students
Make improvement
Develop Interface 
Write user manual
Visit Advisor
Prepare slide for presentation
Defense 
Final Report due
Legend Report Presentation Visit advisor for feedback  
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Cost Estimates 
Since I do not need to buy materials, my project does not require any material cost analysis. In 
cost estimation table, I only include labor cost. First, the amount of time spent on the project is 
calculated. Then, the labor cost is determined using the duration of activity. 
 Optimistic time ta = 6 months  
Pessimistic duration tb = 12 months 
 Realistic time tm = 7.5 months  
Expected duration       
months
tbtmta
te 8
6
125.7*46
6
4




  
I estimate that the task can be completed in 200 hours. This is 25 hours a month.  
Optimistic costa = $6000  
Pessimistic costb = $10000 
 Realistic costm = $7000  
7330$
6
100007000*46000
$
6
coscos4cos





tbtmta
Cost  
  
Table XI: Cost estimation 
Resource  Cost($)  per hour  Total cost ($) 
Labor  40 per hour  8000 
 
 
This chapter covers the planning of the project. It includes factors taken into consideration to 
choose convenient software to implement the project. The chapter also contains the task 
breakdown and the respective time line to complete each task. In addition, it covers cost 
estimation. The following chapter covers implementation details and decisions made while 
implementing.  
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CHAPTER 5 
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
For reasons mentioned in chapter 4, python is a suitable software for this project. The project 
requires graphical user interface (GUI). Python has numerous libraries available to construct 
GUI [15]. The Tkinter module often is used to program simple GUIs in Python because it is 
Python’s standard package, and it comes packaged with the Python program [17]. Python 
supports other GUI packages. The programmer decides to implement this project using Tkinter 
widgets because it is portable across many platforms. The procedures followed during the 
implementation of the project are described in this chapter. In addition, the author includes major 
decisions made during the course of development of the project. 
5.1 Making the GUI 
A graphical user interface allows the user to interact with the operating system and other 
programs using graphical elements such as icons, buttons, and dialog boxes. GUIs are built from 
components called widgets. This components enable users to interact with programs via mouse 
and keyboard. The Tkinter library provides an object-oriented interface to the Tk GUI toolkit. 
Each Tk GUI component in the Tkinter module is a class that inherits from class Widget [17]. 
All widget-derived classes have common attributes and behaviors. This project starts by creating 
MoHAT class that inherits basic attributes and behaviors of the Tkinter widget components. 
Figure 10 shows the first window made using Tkinter widgets. It contains 5 buttons and a text 
entry.  The text entry was included in the intention of displaying the file directory that contains 
LTspice circuit file after users open the desired file.  
  
Figure 10: First MoHAT window 
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As shown in the figure, the text entry box does not indicate anything for what purpose it is there. 
Indicators will be added as we progress. Each button is bound to a method that is called when a 
user clicks on it. However, the callback functions do not do anything useful in this part. They are 
just dummy functions to test whether my logic work or not. Each of the callbacks displays a 
message that the user pressed that button.  
Now that the programmer displays the main window and verified the code works, he adds more 
features in the import file button callback method shown in figure 10. This method enables to 
import LTspice .asc files and process the file to display circuits.  The programmer added a code 
snippet that enables him to browse on his computer using the import file button callback. The 
resulting window after he added this feature is shown in figure 11. The figure shown below was 
captured after file browsing capability was added to the import file button callback function. This 
window shows that the text entry box contains indicator text that the file folder goes to that box. 
This helps to indicate for users the preceding button is designed to import the LTspice file. This 
will be included in a user manual even though it seems self-explanatory. This window also 
contain a canvas window designed to draw schematic imported from LTspice .asc file.   
 
Figure 11: Window after file browsing is added 
Now that the drawing canvas and file importing are possible, the programmer needs to 
understand file format in the LTspice .asc file so that he develops a code that reads the file. The 
following section describes the approaches taken to understand what each line of text indicates. 
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5.2 Reverse Engineering 
Reverse engineering is dissembling objects to understand how something is designed. This 
technique can be applied for software too. This project also applies this approach to understand 
the file organization of LTspice .asc, .net and output file. First I drew the circuit shown figure 12 
and opened the circuit file in Notepad++. The corresponding .asc circuit file appears as figure 
13. 
   
Figure 12: Sample circuit used to understand LTspice file format 
When I observed the data listing in figure 13, I realized lines three to eight are coordinates for 
some points on the schematic even if I was not sure for which part of the circuit. In addition, I 
also thought it may include the resistor coordinates in the listing. . In order to test, if my 
hypothesis was right, I wrote a code snippet to test. The output of the code looks as it appears in 
figure 14.
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Figure 13: LTspice .asc circuit file for figure 12 
 
Figure 14: Output for circuit file listed in figure 13 based on what I understood at this stage 
From the resulting output, it is easy to tell that the voltage source and resistor coordinates are not 
included in the listing from line 3 to 8. This is a good indicator to decipher the file again. I 
observed the circuit file carefully, and I realized the symbol name has to do something with it. 
As a result, I opened the symbol library in LTspice and observed if the names that appear in 
figure 13 matches with the component names in the symbol library. It is indeed the same. Now I 
have to understand how they integrate the file with the circuit file. To understand this I decide to 
import the circuit file from the symbol library, and read from Python shell and test on new 
simple test window. The result appears in figure 15.
  
Figure 15: Test result of circuit file imported from sym library 
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Now it is obvious that the voltage source in figure 14 also disappears for similar reason if not 
more. When I look at figure 13, it has two numbers in line 9 which could be coordinates for a 
point but the circuit file from the symbol library file has 6 lines each containing 4 numbers. 
There must be some relationship. One thing I could think was that the coordinate in figure 13 
after the resistor symbol could be a transformation coordinate. To test this hypothesis, I drew a 
circuit that only contains a resistor as show in figure 16. 
  
Figure 16: Circuit diagram drawn to understand the transformation coordinates 
The lines drawn from the resistor helps to identify the coordinates. I drew the lines one at a time 
and see the changes in the coordinates when I save the files. Once I learned those coordinates, I 
subtracted the predicted transformation coordinates from each of the coordinates that appear in 
the circuit file. The resulting coordinates match with the coordinates listed in the symbol library. 
To test this in the circuit that appears in figure 12, I included the underlying principle in my code 
and the test result is shown in figure 17. Reading the symbol library with the circuit files indeed 
brings the components to the drawing. It also displays the plus and minus of the voltage source.  
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Figure 17: Test to see if transformation works 
Here I understand there is something more to think. I observed the circuit file again and looked at 
the file carefully.  In line 9 there is R90. I hypothesize that it is a rotation. In addition, when I 
read the circuit file of a voltage in the symbol file, I understand that I need to include snippet that 
draws a circle. I tested this conjecture, and the result is shown in figure 18. As shown in figure 
18, the conjecture indeed works.  
 
Figure 18: Testing rotation code 
The rotation was performed using a rotation matrix. Suppose point P is (x,y), and the new 
coordinate after rotating P with an angle   is (x’,y’), the rotation is performed as: 
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Since the symbol library is important to read the coordinates of the basic components, I decide to 
include a text entry that contains the symbol file directory path. This box contains a default path 
when the window appears. However, users can copy and paste the symbol directory if the 
symbol library is different from the default path provided. The window developed so far appears 
in figure 19. This window adds symbol library directory path. 
 
 
Figure 19: window containing symbol library directory path entry 
Now I understand the file structure, so I add more features to the method that reads the file. I 
added scrollbars and the like too. After modification, the tool can read a circuit as complex as the 
one shown in figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Demonstrating my code can read the file 
Now that reverse engineering is completed, the author improved the code and changed buttons 
into menus. The author decides to switch from buttons to menus because he wants to fit in a lot 
of commands. The modified window is shown in figure 21. 
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Figure 21: The finalized look of MoHAT window 
The graphical interface is now complete. Now it is time to develop how I display the diodes and 
transistors. I decide to design them as separate classes. 
5.3 Modeling Diodes and Transistors 
The developer takes an object-oriented approach to design diode and transistor classes. Those 
classes have name, attributes and behaviors. The UML diagrams below shows this information.  
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Table XII: Diode and Transistor UML diagram 
Class 
name 
Diode BJT BJTPNP NMOS PMOS 
attribute
s 
numDiodes 
DiodeStates 
DiodeTriCoord 
tag 
__vAnode 
__vChathode 
__vdon 
__state 
__colFill 
 
numNPN 
BJTStates 
BJTCircCoord 
tag 
__vc 
__vb 
__ve 
__vbeon 
__vbcon 
__state 
__colFill 
numPNP 
BJTStates 
BJTCircCoord 
tag 
__vc 
__vb 
__ve 
__vbeon 
__vbcon 
__state 
__colFill 
numNMOS 
NMOSStates 
MOSCircCoord 
tag 
__vd 
__vg 
__vs 
__vt 
__state 
__colFill 
 
numPMOS 
PMOSStates 
MOSCircCoord 
tag 
__vd 
__vg 
__vs 
__vtp 
__state 
__colFill 
 
Methods __init__() 
__del__() 
setAnode(node
Vol) 
setCathode(nod
evol) 
setDifference() 
setState() 
setColFill() 
setVdon(vdon) 
getAnode() 
getCathode() 
getDifference() 
getState() 
getColFill() 
setVC(nodeVol
) 
setVB(nodeVol
) 
setVE(nodeVol) 
setVBE() 
setVBEOn() 
setVBCOn() 
setVBC() 
setState() 
setColFill() 
getVC() 
getVB() 
getVE() 
getVBE() 
getVBC() 
getState() 
getColFill() 
 
setVC(nodeVo
l) 
setVB(nodeVo
l) 
setVE(nodeVol
) 
setVEB() 
setVEBOn() 
setVCBOn() 
setVCB() 
setState() 
setColFill() 
getVC() 
getVB() 
getVE() 
getVEB() 
getVCB() 
getState() 
getColFill() 
 
setVD(nodeVol
) 
setVG(nodeVol
) 
setVS(nodeVol) 
setVGS() 
setVGD() 
setVT(vton) 
setState() 
setColFill() 
getVD() 
getVG() 
getVS() 
getVGS() 
getVGD() 
getState() 
getColFill() 
 
setVD(nodeVol) 
setVG(nodeVol) 
setVS(nodeVol) 
setVSG() 
setVGD() 
setVT(vton) 
setState() 
setColFill() 
getVD() 
getVG() 
getVS() 
getVSG() 
getVGD() 
getState() 
getColFill() 
 
 
5.4 Integrating and Testing 
The programmer tests if the diodes change color as he traces on the voltage controller scale. He 
also prepares a mock test by writing a standalone code that controls the color of 3 triangles and a 
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square. For each shape there are four possible colors corresponding to four scale values. Two out 
of the four states appears in this report as shown in figure 22. 
 
Figure 22: Test result when scale value is 0 and 2 
Now I understand my logic works, so I want to test for a diode by importing a circuit file to a 
modified standalone code. The test was performed on a circuit shown in figure 23. The 
simulation type from LTspice is dc sweep.  
 
Figure 23: Circuit generated to test if color changes as state changes when voltage is swept. 
The standalone program reads the circuit file of the .net file of the circuit in figure 23. Then I set 
the on voltage for D1 at 0.6V. The test result is shown in figure 24 for two voltages across the 
diode. When the diode is off, the triangle looks the canvas . When it is on, it turns to green. The 
voltage value is shown in a box at the bottom. 
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Figure 24: Testing diode state change as voltage changes 
Since the diode class model is working, it is time to integrate to the MoHAT tool and test it. The 
test is performed for the diode that appears in figure 23. The diode on voltage is set at 0.6V.The 
test result is shown in figure 25 and 26.  The diode triangle is filled green when it is on. It stays 
the same as the background color when it is  off. 
 
 
Figure 25: Diode state representation when it is OFF 
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Figure 26: Diode state representation when it is ON 
This chapter focuses on the design aspect of the project. It includes different design decisions 
made as the author progress. In addition, the tests and test results are included. The following 
chapter gives a brief summary about the project. 
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Chapter 7 
 
Conclusion 
The MoHAT tool project starts with identifying engineering specifications and marketing 
requirements. The relevant information was gathered by assessing customers’ needs. Once the 
designer understands the customers’ needs, he identifies inputs and outputs of the tool by 
decomposing its functionality. Then he prepares level 0 diagram for the tool. This diagram 
consists inputs, outputs and functionality of the tool. Using level 0 diagram, the designer 
develops a flowchart that indicates the internal interaction of components. This facilitates the 
design process and the software choice. The programmer compares different software based on 
their merit for the project. He chooses Python to implement the project. Once he identifies the 
software relevant for the project, he reads materials that contain important details. Then he 
designs the GUI window. Once the main window includes basic features to import circuit files 
from LTspice, he does reverse engineering to understand LTspice’s data structure. The reverse 
engineering enables to design the method applied to import files. Then the developer takes 
object-oriented approach to model diodes and transistors. He designs class diodes, BJTs and 
MOSFETs. He also prepares tests for diode and integrate the diode with the MoHAT tool. The 
tests show that the approach taken to design this tool is working even if all the requirements are 
not met. 
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APPENDEX A 
MoHAT TOOL CODE 
# MoHAT tool graphical user interface 
# Programmer: Getu Engdaw 
#A Comment appears appear before the line of codes it describes. 
#Sometimes it may appear on the same line when I find it very important.  
#========================================================================================== 
#Imports the entire Tkinter module in the program's namespace or scope. 
from tkinter import * 
#========================================================================================== 
# This module enables to display messages and dialogboxes  
from tkinter.messagebox import * 
#========================================================================================== 
#This module enables to browse on the computers file system  
from tkinter.filedialog import askopenfilename 
#========================================================================================== 
#This module contains customized menubars and scrollbars 
import Pmw 
#========================================================================================== 
#This module contains regular expressions that enable to recognize pattern. 
import re  
#========================================================================================== 
#This module contains functions necessary to perform calculations. 
from math import degrees,atan2 
#========================================================================================== 
#This module contains tools used to identify operating systems and directory management  
import os 
#========================================================================================== 
#The MoHAT tool program starts here.This code contains a class called MoHAT that iherits  
#from Frame class. Frame class is part of the tkinter module. 
 
#========================================================================================== 
#This brings a diode class modeled. 
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from diodeModel import Diode 
 
class MoHAT( Frame ): 
 """MoHAT tool interface """ 
 def __init__( self ): 
  """This method is implicitly called whenever a client creates an instance of class MoHAT. 
  It initializes attributes and launch the main window for MoHAT tool.Users are not expected 
  to call this method explicitly. The driver code at the end of this program automatically  
  creates an instance of the MoHAT tool and it displays the root window. The root window  
  contains menus on top of the window and two text entries that are designed to keep directory  
  paths." 
  Frame.__init__( self )   # calls constructor for the parent class 
  Pmw.initialise()      #initializes Pmw module 
   
  # displays screen and frame fills all available space 
  self.pack( expand = YES, fill = BOTH ) 
  self.master.title( "MoHAT Tool" ) 
  self.master.geometry( "900x700") 
  #==============================================================================  
  # create file menu and associated submenus  
  self.menubar = Menu(self,bg='steelblue1')       # creates menubar pane 
  self.fileMenu = Menu(self.menubar,tearoff=0,bd=5) 
  self.fileMenu.add_command(label="New",command=self.pressedFile) 
  self.fileMenu.add_command(label="Open",command=self.pressedFile) 
  self.fileMenu.add_command(label="Save",command=self.pressedFile) 
  self.fileMenu.add_separator() 
  self.fileMenu.add_command(label = "Close",command=self.quit) 
  self.menubar.add_cascade(label = "File",menu=self.fileMenu,underline=0) 
  #=============================================================================== 
  # create edit menu and associated submenus  
  self.editMenu = Menu(self.menubar,tearoff=0,bd=5) 
  self.editMenu.add_command(label="Undo",command=self.pressedEdit) 
  self.editMenu.add_command(label="Redo",command=self.pressedEdit) 
  self.editMenu.add_separator() 
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  self.editMenu.add_command(label="Copy",command=self.pressedEdit) 
  self.editMenu.add_command(label = "Cut",command=self.pressedEdit) 
  self.editMenu.add_command(label = "Paste",command=self.pressedEdit) 
  self.editMenu.add_separator() 
  self.editMenu.add_command(label = "ON Voltage",command=self.pressedEdit) 
  self.menubar.add_cascade(label = "Edit",menu=self.editMenu ) 
  #================================================================================= 
  # create view menu and associated submenus  
  self.viewMenu = Menu(self.menubar,tearoff=0,bd=5) 
  self.viewMenu.add_command(label="Zoom In",command=self.pressedView) 
  self.viewMenu.add_command(label="Zoom Out",command=self.pressedView) 
  self.menubar.add_cascade(label = "View",menu=self.viewMenu ) 
  #================================================================================== 
  #Create Analyze and associated submenus 
  self.analyzeMenu = Menu(self.menubar,tearoff=0,bd=5) 
  self.analyzeMenu.add_command(label="Import .net",command=self.pressedAnalyze) 
  self.analyzeMenu.add_command(label="Import .txt",command=self.pressedAnalyze) 
  self.analyzeMenu.add_command(label="Simulate",command=self.pressedAnalyze) 
  self.menubar.add_cascade(label = "Analyze",underline=0,menu=self.analyzeMenu )   
  #=================================================================================== 
  #create legend menu and associated submenus 
  self.legendMenu = Menu(self.menubar,tearoff=0,bd=5) 
  self.legendMenu.add_command(label="Diode Operation Modes",command=self.legendPressed) 
  self.legendMenu.add_command(label="BJT Operation Modes",command=self.legendPressed) 
  self.legendMenu.add_command(label="MOSFET Operation Modes",command=self.legendPressed) 
  self.menubar.add_cascade(label = "Legend",underline=0,menu=self.legendMenu ) 
  #===================================================================================== 
  #create Help menu and associated submenus 
  self.helpMenu = Menu(self.menubar,tearoff=0,bd=5) 
  self.helpMenu.add_command(label="About MoHAT",command=self.helpPressed) 
  self.helpMenu.add_command(label="User Manual",command=self.helpPressed) 
  self.menubar.add_cascade(label = "Help",underline=0,menu=self.helpMenu ) 
  self.master.config(menu = self.menubar)  # Attaches the menubar pane to root window 
  #====================================================================================== 
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  # Second frame containing sym and .asc directories. 
  self.frame2 = Frame(self,relief = 'raised',bg='gray80')   
  # Label before the symbol library folder location entry  
  Label(self.frame2,text = "Include sym Library:", 
    bg='gray80').pack(side = 'left',padx = 5)    
  # symbol library entry receives path to sym library location. 
  self.compLibrary = StringVar()         # reference for sym folder location  
  self.entry1 = Entry(self.frame2,width=50,textvariable = self.compLibrary) 
  self.entry1.insert(INSERT,"C:\Program Files (x86)\LTC\LTspiceIV\lib\sym") 
  self.entry1.pack(side=LEFT) 
  # Import button to browse .asc file location  
  self.importButton = Button(self.frame2,text = "Import File >>", command = self.importFile) 
  self.importButton.bind("<Enter>",self.rolloverEnter) 
  self.importButton.bind("<Leave>",self.rolloverLeave) 
  self.importButton.pack(side = 'left',padx = 5) 
  # Label to hold .asc folder location  
  self.currentFolder = StringVar()  #reference to folder location entry. 
  self.currentFolder.set("File directory appears here") 
  Label(self.frame2, bg = "white", textvariable = self.currentFolder, 
    relief = SUNKEN).pack(side=LEFT) 
  self.frame2.pack(pady = 5,fill = X) 
 #=================================================================================================== 
  #This part creates a frame that contains the schematic canvas. The canvas contains scrollbars. 
  #This part also configures scrollbar region using configure method. 
  #Frame That contains the canvas 
  self.frame3 = Frame(self,relief = 'sunken') 
  # Canvas to display a schematic 
  #ScrollbarX and ScrollbarY are references for horizontal and vertical scrollbar respectively. 
  self.scrollbarY = Scrollbar(self.frame3) 
  self.scrollbarX = Scrollbar(self.frame3,orient = HORIZONTAL) 
  self.scrollbarY.pack(side= RIGHT,fill=Y) 
  self.scrollbarX.pack(side=BOTTOM,fill=X) 
  self.schematicArea = Canvas( self.frame3, bg = "white", 
   yscrollcommand = self.scrollbarY.set, xscrollcommand = self.scrollbarX.set,confine=FALSE) 
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  self.schematicArea.pack( expand = YES, fill = BOTH ) 
  self.schematicArea.configure(scrollregion=(-500, -500, 500, 500)) 
  self.scrollbarY.config( command = self.schematicArea.yview ) 
  self.scrollbarX.config( command = self.schematicArea.xview ) 
  self.frame3.pack(expand = YES, fill = BOTH, pady = 5) 
 #==================================================================================================== 
#This frame contains the voltage controller scale. The scale appears once a user imports net 
file  
  #and outputfile.  
# The commented parts were used to track mouse position while I was in the process of 
understanding  
  # the canvas. 
  self.frame4 = Frame(self,relief = 'raised',bg='gray40')   
  # detecting mouse position 
  """ self.mousePosition = StringVar() 
  # self.mousePosition.set("outside window") 
  # self.positionLabel = Label(self.frame4, textvariable = self.mousePosition) 
  # self.positionLabel.pack(side = 'left',expand='yes',fill = X) 
  # # bind mouse events to window 
  # self.bind( "<Button-1>", self.buttonPressed ) 
  # self.bind( "<ButtonRelease-1>", self.buttonReleased ) 
  # self.bind( "<Enter>", self.enteredWindow ) 
  # self.bind( "<Leave>", self.exitedWindow ) 
  # self.bind( "<B1-Motion>", self.mouseDragged ) 
  # Button to terminate the program  
  self.quitButton = Button(self.frame4, text = "Quit", fg = "red", command = self.master.destroy) 
  self.quitButton.bind("<Enter>",self.rolloverEnter) 
  self.quitButton.bind("<Leave>",self.rolloverLeave) 
  self.quitButton.pack(side = 'right', pady = 5)""" 
 #==================================================================================================== 
  # This part initializes attributes of the MoHAT class. 
  self.Vin = StringVar()         # reference for voltage controller.  
  self.entry1 = Entry(self.frame4,width=10,textvariable = self.Vin,font='Times 20 bold', 
       selectbackground='green') 
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  self.entry1.insert(INSERT,"0.000") 
  self.entry1.pack(side='bottom') 
  self.frame4.pack() 
  self.messanger = [] 
  self.inp = [] 
 #==================================================================================================== 
""" Methods available in MoHAT tool are defined below. This methods are bind to Tkinter widgets. 
whenever  
 a user perform some action on the widgets the method bind to that widget executes.""" 
 def pressedFile( self ): 
  showinfo("Message", "You pressed: File Button")  
 def pressedEdit( self ): 
  showinfo("Message", "You pressed: Edit Button") 
 def pressedView( self ): 
  showinfo("Message", "You pressed: View Button") 
 def pressedAnalyze( self ): 
  """" Press analyze is bind to submenus under Analyze menu. When a user interacts with  
  one of the submenus under the Analyze menu, this method is executed and it imports .net  
  and outputfile. When it is executed, it looks for these files in the same folder location  
  as the .asc file. Users are required to save these files at the same loaction as the circuit 
  file.The programmer mentions this in a user manual.   
  When the MoHAT tool is completed, each submenu is bind to its own method.  
  This test code works only for a circuit that contains a single diode. A working code will be  
  available once the software is completed.""" 
  myList = [] 
  myList1 = [] 
  myDict = {} 
  self.inp = [] 
  expression = 'D1'         # finds diode in netlist 
  filename0 = self.currentFolder.get()   # gets .asc directory path 
  filename = filename0[:-3]+'net'    # replace the last 3 strings with net 
  #====================================================================================== 
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""" Open the .net file associated to .asc file and assign the handle to file. search for a 
diode symbol. when it finds diode, it adds the anode and cathode node names myList. When it 
finishes reading the file, the file is closed.""" 
   
  file = open(filename) 
  for line in file: 
   lin =line.split() 
   for element in lin: 
    if re.search(expression,element): 
     myList.append(lin[1].lower()) 
     myList.append(lin[2].lower()) 
  file.close() 
  #============================================================================================= 
  """ Open the .txt file associated to .asc file and assign the handle to file1.  
  read the header and match the diode node names with the voltage names.read voltages at  
  corresponding index and assign them to anode and cathode voltages of the diode.""" 
  file1 = open(filename[:-3]+'txt') 
  theHeader = file1.readline().split() 
  myList2 = [[] for i in range(len(theHeader))] 
  for val in myList: 
   for element in theHeader: 
    if re.search(val,element): 
     myList1.append(theHeader.index(element)) 
  for line in file1: 
   lin = line.split() 
   for val in myList1: 
     try:      # check if there are invalid data to convert into float 
      myList2[val].append(float(lin[val])) 
      self.inp.append(float(lin[0])) 
     except: 
      pass   # if weird data is found escape it  
  for k in range(len(myList2)): 
   if myList2[k]: # check if voltages are acquired for the diodes. 
    pass  
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  # Instantiate instance of Diode using the data acquired. 
  diode1 = Diode(vAnode=myList2[myList1[0]],vCathode=myList2[myList1[1]],VDon=0.6) 
  self.stat = diode1.getColFill()  #color fill of diode triangle 
  SCALENGTH = len(myList2[1])-1    #length of the voltage data  
  self.vAn = diode1.getAnode()     # access diode anode voltage 
  # create horizontally oriented scale to trace voltage. 
  self.voltControl = Scale(self.frame4,from_ = 0, to = SCALENGTH, 
  orient = HORIZONTAL,command = self.updateComponent,length=600) 
  self.voltControl.pack(side='left') 
  # draw the diode triangle on canvas and give it a tag name diode  
  # the tag name is set in order to locate the diode latter. 
  self.i = self.schematicArea.create_polygon(self.messanger, 
  outline='black',fill=self.schematicArea.cget('bg'),tags='diode')  
 def legendPressed(self): 
  showinfo("Message", "You pressed: Submenu under Legend") 
 def helpPressed(self): 
  showinfo("Message", "You pressed: Help Menu")  
 def importFile( self ): 
""" This method is bind to import file button designed to browse on the users computer to 
import 
  circuit file(.asc). Once the user open the file, the file name appears on the text entry box. 
  The program opens the file if it is a valid file name. If not nothing happens. reads the file 
  and draw the circuit to schematic area. It also opens symbol library to import coordinates of  
each circuit element. The basic elements are placed vertically. to place the components in 
different orientation, this method calls rotate to place components as they appear in the 
LTspice schematic. It also call diffent methods necessary to draw different shapes.""" 
 
filename = askopenfilename(title = 'Search For LtSpice File', filetypes = (("LTspice 
Schematic","*.asc"),\("All files","*.*"),("Components","*.asy"))) 
  if filename == '':return  # if file name is empty do nothing 
  self.currentFolder.set(filename )  
  self.schematicArea.delete(ALL) 
  del self.entry1          
  files = open(filename) 
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  self.includeLibrary() 
  fileName = self.compLibrary.get() 
  expression = r'\d|-\d' # regular expression to read coordinates  
  for record in files: # read a line at a time 
   fields = record.split() # change string file into list 
   coordList =[] 
   for k in range(len(fields)): 
    if fields[0]== "LINE" and re.match(expression,fields[k]):       
     coordList.append(int(fields[k])) 
    elif fields[0]== "WIRE" and re.match(expression,fields[k]): 
     coordList.append(int(fields[k])) 
    elif fields[0]== "SYMBOL" and re.match(expression,fields[k]): 
     xtrn,ytrn = int(fields[2]),int(fields[3]) 
     fileName1 = fileName + fields[1] +".asy" 
     #This if statement pass control to diode draw if the compent  
     #being read is diode.fields[4] is rotation indicator   
     if fields[1]=='diode': 
      self.drawDiode(xtrn,ytrn,fields[4]) 
     compFile = open(fileName1) 
     for loopCont in compFile: 
      line = loopCont.split() 
      coordList1 = [] 
      checker = 0   # initialize a variable to identify circle,line or arc. 
      for i in range(len(line)): 
       if line[0] == "LINE" and re.match(expression,line[i]): 
        checker = 1 
        coordList1.append(int(line[i]))  
       elif line[0]== "CIRCLE" and re.match(expression,line[i]): 
        checker = 2 
        coordList1.append(int(line[i])) 
       elif line[0]=="ARC" and re.match(expression,line[i]): 
        checker = 3 
        coordList1.append(int(line[i]))  
      coordList1 = self.rotate(coordList1,xtrn,ytrn,fields[4]) 
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      if checker ==1 and len(coordList1)==4: 
       self.drawLine(coordList1)  
      if checker == 2 and len(coordList1)==4: 
       self.drawCircle(coordList1) 
      if checker == 3 and len(coordList1)==8:  
       start,extent = self.extentFind(coordList1) 
       self.drawArc(coordList1[:4],start,extent) 
     compFile.close() 
    # this part draws ground. 
    elif fields[0]=="FLAG" and re.match(expression,fields[k]):  
     xo,yo = int(fields[1]),int(fields[2]) 
     if k == 1: 
      coordList.append(xo-16) 
      coordList.append(yo) 
      coordList.append(xo+16) 
      coordList.append(yo) 
     if k == 2: 
      coordList.append(xo-16) 
      coordList.append(yo) 
      coordList.append(xo) 
      coordList.append(yo+16) 
     if k == 3: 
      coordList.append(xo+16) 
      coordList.append(yo) 
      coordList.append(xo) 
      coordList.append(yo+16) 
   if len(coordList) ==4 or len(coordList)==12: # check if it contains 2 or 6 coordinates 
    self.drawLine(coordList)     
  files.close() 
 def includeLibrary(self): 
  """This method formats the directory path so that file reading is easier. It also enables 
  different operating systems open a circuit file.Since directory path contain escape sequence 
  characters, this part of the code add the necessary symbols to facilitate opening the file.""" 
  entryPath = self.compLibrary.get() 
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  entryPath = entryPath.rstrip() 
  x = "" 
  for f in entryPath: 
   if f == os.path.sep: #check if it is path separator character. 
    x+= os.path.sep 
   else: 
    x+=f  
  self.compLibrary.set(x+os.path.sep)   
 def rolloverEnter(self,event): 
  event.widget.config(relief = GROOVE) 
 def rolloverLeave(self,event): 
  event.widget.config(relief = RAISED) 
 def buttonPressed( self, event ): 
  """Display coordinates of button press""" 
  self.mousePosition.set( "Pressed at [ " + str( event.x ) + 
   ", " + str( event.y ) + " ]" ) 
 def buttonReleased( self, event ): 
  """Display coordinates of button release""" 
  self.mousePosition.set( "Released at [ " + str( event.x ) + 
   ", " + str( event.y ) + " ]" ) 
 def enteredWindow( self, event ): 
  """Display message that mouse has entered window""" 
  self.mousePosition.set( "Mouse in window" ) 
 def exitedWindow( self, event ): 
  """Display message that mouse has left window""" 
  self.mousePosition.set( "Mouse outside window" ) 
 def mouseDragged( self, event ): 
  """Display coordinates of mouse being moved""" 
  self.mousePosition.set( "Dragged at [ " + str( event.x ) + 
   ", " + str( event.y ) + " ]" ) 
 def drawLine(self,coordinates): 
  x = len(coordinates)//4 
  # draw two coordinates at a time in case one sends more than 4. 
  for k in range(x): 
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   self.schematicArea.create_line(coordinates[4*k:4*k+4])   
 def drawCircle(self,coordinates): 
  self.schematicArea.create_oval(coordinates) 
 def drawArc(self,coordinates,begin,cover): 
  self.schematicArea.create_arc(coordinates[:4],start=begin,extent = cover,style=ARC) 
 def rotate(self,coordinates,trns1,trns2,string): 
  """ This method rotate coordinates to draw circuit components the way they appear  
  on LTspice.Rk- k indicates rotation angle. It also mirror elements. """ 
  temp = [] 
  for i in range(len(coordinates)): 
   if string == 'R90': 
    if i%2: 
     temp.append(coordinates[i-1]+trns2) 
    else: 
     temp.append( -coordinates[i+1]+trns1)   
   elif string == 'R180': 
    if i%2: 
     temp.append( -coordinates[i] + trns2) 
    else: 
     temp.append( -coordinates[i]+trns1)   
   elif string =='R270': 
    if i%2: 
     temp.append(-coordinates[i-1]+trns2) 
    else: 
     temp.append( coordinates[i+1]+trns1) 
   elif string == 'M0': 
    if i%2: 
     temp.append(coordinates[i] + trns2) 
    else: 
     temp.append( 32-coordinates[i]+trns1) 
   else: 
    if i%2: 
     temp.append(coordinates[i] + trns2) 
    else: 
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     temp.append( coordinates[i]+trns1)  
  return temp 
 def updateComponent(self,scaleValue): 
  """This method changes the color of diodes and transistors depending on  
  their respective state. This method is executed any time the scale value is  
  is changed.""" 
  colfill = int(scaleValue) 
  self.schematicArea.itemconfig('diode',fill = self.stat[colfill]) 
  self.Vin.set("%.8f" %(self.inp[colfill])) 
 def drawDiode(self,xtrn,ytrn,rotation): 
  # convert diode triangle coordinate tuple to list and rotate the coordinates 
  #when there is a need. 
  coordList2 = list(Diode.DiodeTriCoord) 
  self.messanger= self.rotate(coordList2,xtrn,ytrn,rotation) 
 def extentFind(self,coordinates): 
  #This function finds extent for an arc. Arc in Tkinter is drawn by using start 
  # end point and the angle it covers. This method finds the angle spanned by  
  # the arc. 
  xo = (coordinates[0]+coordinates[2])/2 
  yo = (coordinates[1]+coordinates[3])/2 
  begin = degrees(atan2(yo-coordinates[5],coordinates[4]-xo)) 
  end = degrees(atan2(yo-coordinates[7],coordinates[6]-xo)) 
  extent = end-begin 
  return begin,extent 
def callback(): 
 # checks if user intends to close root window. 
    if tkinter.messagebox.askokcancel("Quit", "Do you really wish to quit?"): 
        root.destroy()   
# main opens the window by creating an object of class MoHAT.   
def main(): 
 root = MoHAT() 
 root.mainloop() # starts event loop. This method is inherited from Frame class to MoHAT 
if __name__ == "__main__": 
 main() 
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APPENDEX B 
CLASS MODELS 
DIODE MODEL 
# Programmer Getu Engdaw 
# ==================================================================================== 
# This function receives two lists and subract element by element. 
# It returns the result to the caller  
def subList(x,y): 
 len1 = len(x) 
 len2 = len(y) 
 temp = [] 
 if len1 ==0 and len2 == 0: 
  return temp 
 elif len1 == len2: 
  for i in range(len1): 
   temp.append(x[i]-y[i]) 
  return temp 
 else: 
  raise ValueError ("There is length mismatch.") 
# ======================================================================================== 
# The following class creates a diode component 
#numDiodes indicate the number of Diode instance created so far 
# DiodeStates contain a dictionary of states and associated color  
#indicators  
#DiodeTricoord consists of a tuple of diode triangle basic coordinate 
"""vAnode and vCathode contains voltage levels at a diode anode and  
cathode respectively.""" 
#VDon is a diode on voltage 
#colorfill = diode triangle colorfill depending on state 
# vDiff is voltage difference b/n anode and cathode 
#state is diode operation mode 
# Private attribute names follow two underscores 
class Diode: 
 numDiodes = 0 
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 DiodeStates = {"ON":"green","OFF":"","REVERSE":"yellow"} 
 # Diode coordinate for the triangle part  
 DiodeTriCoord = (0,20,32,20,16,44,0,20) 
 def __init__(self,tag,vAnode=[],vCathode=[],VDon = 0.7,colfill = 'white'): 
  self.tag = tag 
  self.__vAnode = vAnode 
  self.__vCathode = vCathode 
  self.__vdon = VDon 
  self.__state = ["OFF"] 
  self.__colFill = [""] 
  self.setDifference() 
  self.setState() 
  self.setColFill() 
  Diode.DiodeStates["OFF"] = colfill 
  Diode.numDiodes += 1 
 def __del__(self): 
  Diode.numDiodes-=1 
 def setAnode(self,nodeVol): 
  len1 = len(nodeVol) 
  self.__vAnode = nodeVol[0:len1] 
 def setCathode(self,nodeVol): 
  len1 = len(nodeVol) 
  self.__vCathode = nodeVol[0:len1] 
 def setDifference(self): 
  if self.__vAnode and self.__vCathode:          # check if they are not empty lists 
   if len(self.__vAnode) == len(self.__vCathode): 
    self.__vDiff = subList(self.getAnode(),self.getCathode()) 
   else: 
    raise IndexError("lists have different length") 
  else: 
   self.__vDiff = []  
 def getAnode(self): 
  return self.__vAnode 
 def getCathode(self): 
  return self.__vCathode 
 def getDifference(self): 
  self.setDifference() 
  return self.__vDiff 
 def setState(self): 
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  self.setDifference() 
  len1 = len(self.__vDiff) 
  if len1: 
   temp = [""]*len1 
   for i in range(len1): 
    if self.__vDiff[i] < self.__vdon: 
     temp[i] = "OFF" 
    else: 
     temp[i] = "ON" 
   self.__state = temp[0:len1] 
  else: 
   pass  
 def getState(self): 
  self.setState() 
  return self.__state 
   
 def setColFill(self): 
  len1 = len(self.__state) 
  temp = ['']*len1 
  for i in range(len1): 
   temp[i] = Diode.DiodeStates[self.__state[i]] 
  self.__colFill = temp[0:len1] 
 def getColFill(self): 
  self.setColFill() 
  return self.__colFill 
 def setVdOn(self,vdon): 
  self.__vdon = vdon  
# ============================================================================== 
# This block is driver to test the diode class. This part of the code does not  
# run when the class is imported as a module.      
def main(): 
 diode1 = Diode() 
 numan = int(input('Enter number of Anode voltages: ')) 
 numcat = int(input('Enter number of cathode voltages:')) 
 anode = [] 
 cathode = [] 
 for k in range(numan): 
  anodev = float(input('VAnode: ')) 
  anode.append(anodev) 
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 diode1.setAnode(anode) 
 for r in range(numcat): 
  cathodev = float(input('Vcat: ')) 
  cathode.append(cathodev) 
 diode1.setCathode(cathode) 
 diode1.setDifference() 
 diode1.setState() 
 diode1.setColFill() 
 print (diode1.getState()) 
 print(diode1.getColFill()) 
#========================================================================================== 
# This if statement executes when the code runs stand-alnone 
# when the program runs stand-alnone, the module name __name__ is set  
# to __main__  
# when it is imported as a module, the name __name__ is set to module name 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
 main() 
#=====================================================================================end 
 
BJT MODEL 
#Programmer Getu Engdaw 
#This program contains a class of bipolar junction transistor 
# 
from diodeModel import subList 
class BJT: 
 numNPN = 0 
 BJTStates = {"Forward Active":"green","Cut OFF":"","Reverse Active":"blue","Saturation":"red"} 
 #coordinates of opposite ends of a square used to draw a circle that circumscibe a transistor  
 BJTCircCoord = (-20,-8,92,104) 
 def __init__(self,tag,VC=[],VB=[],VE=[],VBEon = 0.7,VBCon= 0.6,colfill = 'white'): 
  self.tag = tag 
  self.__vc = VC 
  self.__vb = VB 
  self.__ve = VE 
  self.__vbeon = VBEon 
  self.__vbcon = VBCon 
  self.__state = ["Cut OFF"] 
  self.__colFill = [""] 
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  self.setVBE() 
  self.setVBC() 
  self.setState() 
  self.setColFill() 
  BJT.BJTStates["Cut OFF"] = colfill       # assign background color for cutoff. 
  BJT.numNPN += 1 
 def setVC(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__vc = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVB(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__vb = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVE(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__ve = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVBE(self): 
  if self.__vb and self.__ve:          # check if they are not empty lists 
   if len(self.__vb) == len(self.__ve): 
    self.__vbe = subList(self.getVB(),self.getVE()) 
   else: 
    raise IndexError("lists have different length") 
  else: 
   self.__vbe = [] 
 def setVBEOn(self,vbeon): 
  self.__vbeon = vbeon 
 def setVBCOn(self,vbcon): 
  self.__vbcon = vbcon 
 def setVBC(self): 
  if self.__vb and self.__vc:          # check if they are not empty lists 
   if len(self.__vb) == len(self.__vc): 
    self.__vbc = subList(self.getVB(),self.getVC()) 
   else: 
    raise IndexError("lists have different length") 
  else: 
   self.__vbc = [] 
 def setState(self): 
  self.setVBE() 
  self.setVBC() 
  len1 = len(self.__vbe) 
  if len1: 
   temp = [""]*len1 
   for i in range(len1): 
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    if self.__vbe[i] < self.__vbeon and self.__vbc[i] < self.__vbcon: 
     temp[i] = " Cut OFF" 
    elif self.__vbe[i] >= self.__vbeon and self.__vbc[i] < self.__vbcon: 
     temp[i] = " Forward Active" 
    elif self.__vbe[i] < self.__vbeon and self.__vbc[i] >= self.__vbcon: 
     temp[i] = " Reverse Active" 
    else: 
     temp[i] = "Saturation"  
   self.__state = temp[0:len1] 
  else: 
   pass  
 def getVC(self): 
  return self.__vc 
 def getVB(self): 
  return self.__vb 
 def getVE(): 
  return self._ve 
 def getVBE(self): 
  self.setVBE() 
  return self.__vbe 
 def getVBC(self): 
  self.setVBC() 
  return self.__vbc 
 def getState(self): 
  self.setState() 
  return self.__state 
 def setColFill(self): 
  len1 = len(self.__state) 
  temp = ['']*len1 
  for i in range(len1): 
   temp[i] = BJT.BJTStates[self.__state[i]] 
  self.__colFill = temp[0:len1] 
 def getColFill(self): 
  self.setColFill() 
  return self.__colFill 
 
#====================================================================================================== 
#This is a model for PNP bipolar junction transistors 
class BJTPNP: 
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 numPNP = 0 
 BJTStates = {"Forward Active":"green","Cut OFF":"","Reverse Active":"blue","Saturation":"red"} 
 #coordinate of opposite ends of a square used to draw a circle that circumscibe a transistor 
 BJTCircCoord = (-20,-8,92,104) 
 def __init__(self,tag,VC=[],VB=[],VE=[],VEBon = 0.7,VCBon= 0.6,colfill = 'white'): 
  self.tag = tag 
  self.__vc = VC 
  self.__vb = VB 
  self.__ve = VE 
  self.__vebon = VEBon 
  self.__vcbon = VCBon 
  self.__state = ["Cut OFF"] 
  self.__colFill = [""] 
  self.setVEB() 
  self.setVCB() 
  self.setState() 
  self.setColFill() 
  BJT.BJTStates["Cut OFF"] = colfill       # assign background color for cutoff. 
  BJTPNP.numPNP += 1 
 def setVC(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__vc = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVB(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__vb = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVE(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__ve = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVEB(self): 
  if self.__vb and self.__ve:          # check if they are not empty lists 
   if len(self.__vb) == len(self.__ve): 
    self.__veb = subList(self.getVE(),self.getVB()) 
   else: 
    raise IndexError("lists have different length") 
  else: 
   self.__veb = [] 
 def setVEBOn(self,vbeon): 
  self.__vebon = vbeon 
 def setVCBOn(self,vbcon): 
  self.__vcbon = vbcon 
 def setVCB(self): 
  if self.__vb and self.__vc:          # check if they are not empty lists 
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   if len(self.__vb) == len(self.__vc): 
    self.__vcb = subList(self.getVC(),self.getVB()) 
   else: 
    raise IndexError("lists have different length") 
  else: 
   self.__vcb = [] 
 def setState(self): 
  self.setVEB() 
  self.setVCB() 
  len1 = len(self.__veb) 
  if len1: 
   temp = [""]*len1 
   for i in range(len1): 
    if self.__veb[i] < self.__vebon and self.__vcb[i] < self.__vcbon: 
     temp[i] = " Cut OFF" 
    elif self.__veb[i] >= self.__vebon and self.__vcb[i] < self.__vcbon: 
     temp[i] = " Forward Active" 
    elif self.__veb[i] < self.__vebon and self.__vcb[i] >= self.__vcbon: 
     temp[i] = " Reverse Active" 
    else: 
     temp[i] = "Saturation"  
   self.__state = temp[0:len1] 
  else: 
   pass  
 def getVC(self): 
  return self.__vc 
 def getVB(self): 
  return self.__vb 
 def getVE(): 
  return self._ve 
 def getVEB(self): 
  self.setVEB() 
  return self.__veb 
 def getVCB(self): 
  self.setVCB() 
  return self.__vcb 
 def getState(self): 
  self.setState() 
  return self.__state 
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 def setColFill(self): 
  len1 = len(self.__state) 
  temp = ['']*len1 
  for i in range(len1): 
   temp[i] = BJTPNP.BJTStates[self.__state[i]] 
  self.__colFill = temp[0:len1] 
 def getColFill(self): 
  self.setColFill() 
  return self.__colFill 
MOSFET MODEL 
#Programmer Getu Engdaw 
#This code contains class of MOSFET 
from diodeModel import subList 
from math import abs 
class NMOS: 
 numNMOS= 0 
 NMOSStates = {"Cut OFF":"","Triode":"blue","Saturation":"red"} 
 #coordinates of opposite ends of a square used to draw a circle that circumscibe a transistor  
 MOSCircCoord = (-24,-4,80,100) 
 def __init__(self,tag,VD=[],VG=[],VS=[],VT = 1,colfill = 'white'): 
  self.tag = tag  
  self.__vd = VD 
  self.__vg = VG 
  self.__vs = VS 
  self.__vt = VT 
  self.__state = ["Cut OFF"] 
  self.__colFill = [""] 
  self.setVGS() 
  self.setVDS() 
  self.setState() 
  self.setColFill() 
  NMOS.NMOSStates["Cut OFF"] = colfill       # assign background color for cutoff. 
  NMOS.numNMOS += 1 
 def setVD(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__vd = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVG(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__vg = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVS(self,nodeVol): 
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  self.__vs = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVGS(self): 
  if self.__vg and self.__vs:          # check if they are not empty lists 
   if len(self.__vg) == len(self.__vs): 
    self.__vgs = subList(self.getVG(),self.getVS()) 
   else: 
    raise IndexError("lists have different length") 
  else: 
   self.__vgs = [] 
 def setVGD(self): 
  if self.__vg and self.__vd:          # check if they are not empty lists 
   if len(self.__vd) == len(self.__vg): 
    self.__vgd = subList(self.getVG(),self.getVD()) 
   else: 
    raise IndexError("lists have different length") 
  else: 
   self.__vgd = [] 
 def setVT(self,vton): 
  self.__vt = vton 
    
 def setState(self): 
  self.setVGS() 
  self.setVGD() 
  len1 = len(self.__vgs) 
  if len1: 
   temp = [""]*len1 
   for i in range(len1): 
    if self.__vgs[i] < self.__vt: 
     temp[i] = " Cut OFF" 
    elif self.__vgs[i] >= self.__vt  
     if self.__vgd[i] > self.__vt: 
      temp[i] = " Triode" 
     else: 
     temp[i] = " Saturation" 
    else: 
     pass 
   self.__state = temp[0:len1] 
  else: 
   pass  
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 def setColFill(self): 
  len1 = len(self.__state) 
  temp = ['']*len1 
  for i in range(len1): 
   temp[i] = NMOS.NMOSStates[self.__state[i]] 
  self.__colFill = temp[0:len1] 
  
 def getVD(self): 
  return self.__vd 
 def getVG(self): 
  return self.__vg 
 def getVS(): 
  return self._vs 
 def getVGS(self): 
  self.setVGS() 
  return self.__vgs 
 def getVGD(self): 
  self.setVGD() 
  return self.__vgd 
 def getState(self): 
  self.setState() 
  return self.__state 
 def getColFill(self): 
  self.setColFill() 
  return self.__colFill 
#====================================================================================================== 
#This is a model for PMOS 
class PMOS: 
 numPMOS= 0 
 PMOSStates = {"Cut OFF":"","Triode":"blue","Saturation":"red"} 
 #coordinates of opposite ends of a square used to draw a circle that circumscibe a transistor  
 MOSCircCoord = (-24,-4,80,100) 
 def __init__(self,tag,VD=[],VG=[],VS=[],VT = -1,colfill = 'white'): 
  self.tag = tag 
  self.__vd = VD 
  self.__vg = VG 
  self.__vs = VS 
  self.__vtp = VT 
  self.__state = ["Cut OFF"] 
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  self.__colFill = [""] 
  self.setVSG() 
  self.setVSD() 
  self.setState() 
  self.setColFill() 
  PMOS.PMOSStates["Cut OFF"] = colfill       # assign background color for cutoff. 
  PMOS.numPMOS += 1 
 def setVD(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__vd = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVG(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__vg = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVS(self,nodeVol): 
  self.__vs = nodeVol[0:len(nodeVol)] 
 def setVSG(self): 
  if self.__vg and self.__vs:          # check if they are not empty lists 
   if len(self.__vg) == len(self.__vs): 
    self.__vsg = subList(self.getVS(),self.getVG()) 
   else: 
    raise IndexError("lists have different length") 
  else: 
   self.__vsg = [] 
 def setVGD(self): 
  if self.__vg and self.__vd:          # check if they are not empty lists 
   if len(self.__vd) == len(self.__vg): 
    self.__vgd = subList(self.getVG(),self.getVD()) 
   else: 
    raise IndexError("lists have different length") 
  else: 
   self.__vgd = [] 
 def setVT(self,vton): 
  self.__vtp = vton  
 def setState(self): 
  self.setVGS() 
  self.setVGD() 
  len1 = len(self.__vsg) 
  if len1: 
   temp = [""]*len1 
   for i in range(len1): 
    if self.__vsg[i] < - self.__vtp: 
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     temp[i] = " Cut OFF" 
    elif self.__vsg[i] >= -self.__vtp  
     if self.__vgd[i] > -self.__vtp: 
      temp[i] = " Triode" 
     else: 
     temp[i] = " Saturation" 
    else: 
     pass 
   self.__state = temp[0:len1] 
  else: 
   pass  
 def setColFill(self): 
  len1 = len(self.__state) 
  temp = ['']*len1 
  for i in range(len1): 
   temp[i] = PMOS.NMOSStates[self.__state[i]] 
  self.__colFill = temp[0:len1] 
 def getVD(self): 
  return self.__vd 
 def getVG(self): 
  return self.__vg 
 def getVS(): 
  return self._vs 
 def getVSG(self): 
  self.setVSG() 
  return self.__vsg 
 def getVGD(self): 
  self.setVGD() 
  return self.__vgd 
 def getState(self): 
  self.setState() 
  return self.__state 
 def getColFill(self): 
  self.setColFill() 
  return self.__colFill 
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APPENDIX C 
CODES WRITTEN FOR TESTING 
MOCK TEST CODE 
# This code displays 3 triangles and a square to test if I can control 
# the color change using a scale. It is a mock test for diode state  
# controlling. 
from tkinter import* 
from diodeModel import Diode 
class ScaleDemo(Frame): 
 colors = {0:'green',1:'yellow',2:'blue',4:'red',3:'steelblue1'} 
 color1 = {4:'green',3:'yellow',1:'blue',2:'red',0:'steelblue1'} 
 color2 = {1:'green',2:'yellow',3:'blue',0:'red',4:'steelblue1'} 
 state1 = {'ON':'green','OFF':'red'} 
 state2 =['OFF','ON','ON','OFF','ON'] 
 def __init__(self): 
  Frame.__init__(self) 
  self.pack(expand='yes',fill=BOTH) 
  self.master.title('Scale Demo') 
  self.master.geometry('500x400') 
  self.w = Scale(self,from_=0,to=4,orient=HORIZONTAL,command=self.updateFill) 
  self.w.pack(side='bottom',fill=X) 
  self.canvas = Canvas(self,height=300,width= 300,bg='white') 
  self.w = self.canvas.create_rectangle(125,100,225,200,tags='trig') 
  self.i = 
self.canvas.create_polygon(Diode.DiodeTriCoord,outline='black',fill=self.canvas.cget('bg')) 
  self.canvas.pack() 
 def updateFill(self,ScaleValue): 
  colfill = int(ScaleValue) 
  #self.canvas.delete('trig') 
  self.canvas.create_polygon(100,50,150,50,125,100,100,50, 
       fill=ScaleDemo.colors[colfill],tags='trig') 
  self.canvas.create_polygon(150,50,200,50,175,100,150,50, 
       fill=ScaleDemo.color1[colfill],tags='trig') 
  self.canvas.itemconfig(self.w,fill = ScaleDemo.state1[ScaleDemo.state2[colfill]]) 
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  self.canvas.itemconfig(self.i,fill = ScaleDemo.state1[ScaleDemo.state2[colfill]]) 
root = ScaleDemo() 
root.mainloop() 
#========================================================================================================== 
 
CODE WRITTEN TO TEST DIODE CLASS 
 
from tkinter import* 
from diodeModel import Diode 
import re 
class ScaleDemo(Frame): 
 #colors = {0:'green',1:'yellow',2:'blue',4:'red',3:'steelblue1'} 
 #color1 = {4:'green',3:'yellow',1:'blue',2:'red',0:'steelblue1'} 
 #color2 = {1:'green',2:'yellow',3:'blue',0:'red',4:'steelblue1'} 
 state1 = {'ON':'green','OFF':'red'} 
 state2 =['OFF','ON','ON','OFF','ON'] 
 def __init__(self): 
  Frame.__init__(self) 
  self.pack(expand='yes',fill=BOTH) 
  self.master.title('Scale Demo') 
  self.master.geometry('500x400') 
  myList = [] 
  myList1 = [] 
  myDict = {} 
  expression = 'D1' 
  filename = r'C:\Electronics\diodeCirc.net' 
  file = open(filename) 
  for line in file: 
   lin =line.split() 
   for element in lin: 
    if re.search(expression,element): 
     myList.append(lin[1].lower()) 
     myList.append(lin[2].lower()) 
  file.close() 
  file1 = open(filename[:-3]+'txt') 
  file2 = file1.readline().split() 
  myList2 = [[] for i in range(len(file2))] 
  for val in myList: 
   for element in file2: 
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    if re.search(val,element): 
     myList1.append(file2.index(element)) 
  for line in file1: 
   lin = line.split() 
   for val in myList1: 
     myList2[val].append(float(lin[val])) 
  for k in range(len(myList2)): 
   if myList2[k]: 
    pass  
  diode1 = Diode(vAnode=myList2[1],vCathode=myList2[2],VDon=0.6) 
  self.stat = diode1.getColFill() 
  len1 = len(myList2[1])-1 
  self.vAn = diode1.getDifference() 
  self.w = Scale(self,from_=0,to=len1,orient=HORIZONTAL,command=self.updateFill) 
  self.w.pack(side='bottom',fill=X) 
  self.Vin = StringVar()         # reference for sym folder location  
  self.entry1 = Entry(self,width=10,textvariable = self.Vin,font='Times 20 bold') 
  self.entry1.insert(INSERT,"0.000") 
  self.entry1.pack(side='bottom') 
  self.canvas = Canvas(self,height=300,width= 300,bg='white') 
  self.i = 
self.canvas.create_polygon(Diode.DiodeTriCoord,outline='black',fill=self.canvas.cget('bg'),tags='diode') 
  self.canvas.pack()   
 def updateFill(self,ScaleValue): 
  colfill = int(ScaleValue) 
  #self.canvas.itemconfig('trig',fill = ScaleDemo.state1[ScaleDemo.state2[colfill]]) 
  self.canvas.itemconfig('diode',fill = self.stat[colfill]) 
  self.Vin.set("%.4f V"%self.vAn[colfill]) 
root = ScaleDemo() 
root.mainloop() 
#========================================================================================================== 
 
Now that the necessary tools are developed, the ABET project analysis follows. The ABET senior project analysis considers different 
issues that arise upon the completion of the project.  
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APPENDIX D 
ABET Senior Project Analysis 
 
Name: Getu Engdaw  
Signature: Getu 
Advisor: Professor David B. Braun  
 
1. Summary of Functional Requirements 
The MoHAT tool includes LTspice .asc and circuit files as input and users utilize user interface 
control to choose different settings that characterize transistors and diodes. Users observe the 
state of transistors and diodes in the circuit by moving the cursor on the input voltage graph. In 
this mode, colors of each component changes depending on its state as a user traces the input 
graph. A legend appears on the display.  The state legend refers to the associated color to each 
state.  Transient simulation superimposes color on graphs representing the state of target 
components.  
Primary Constraints 
This project considers customers’ needs as part of a constraint. The primary customers are 
students.  Therefore, the project has to be versatile to address their need. Obviously, students use 
different devices to access this tool. As a result, the tool has to be platform independent so that it 
runs in different machines such as mac, windows and the like.  Since customers may tend to use 
the tool from the cloud, I find it very essential to manage this desire too. In addition, the tool 
produced upon the completion of this project receives input from LTspice. Therefore, I have to 
make sure my codes are compatible with LTspice so that I will be able to import simulation 
results. The capability of the tool depends on the current capability of LTspice.  
3. Economic 
This tool help students save time spent to figure out how different components behave in 
a circuit. When students design a circuit, the tool enables them to verify that the components 
used in the design behave as proposed. This enables students to reduce the amount of time 
wasted to figure out in what mode each active element functions.  According to my experience, it 
takes 20-30 minutes to characterize a typical circuit. As a result, this project saves a student 
about 30 minutes on average for a typical circuits assigned in classroom purpose and circuits 
they design for different purposes. Furthermore, this tool is designed to run on free software.  As 
a result, it does not incur any cost to users as long as students do not invest longer time to learn 
how to use the tool.  As now this tool is not designed for marketing purpose. Therefore, there is 
no profit amassed from the project.  The project does not involve any cost to order parts. 
However, the labor cost for developing this system does not exceed $8000. This cost is covered 
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by the student. It is estimated that the project will be completed in 8 months. It takes not more 
than 200 hours.  
4. Manufacturing 
The MoHAT tool is not intended for marketing purpose. Therefore, no item is sold per year. 
Once designed students and interested groups can use this tool for their intended purpose without 
any fee and without passing through any manufacturing process.  After installing this tool on 
one’s device, it can be used as long as there is LTspice in the station. Users can save time by 
using this program. It saves an estimated time of about 200 hours per year. In terms of money 
this amounts about 8000 dollars per year.  Users may not need more than 512MB of memory in 
order to gain the most out of this tool.  It also consumes much more less power than any other 
software users use in their machine. It consumes about 40microwatt for those who use it to test 
circuits that contain more than 50 components.  
5. Environmental Issues 
The tool consumes much less energy than any other programs used in most users’ computer and 
a server. Consequently, energy consumption of the tool is not a concern to users and other 
entities. In addition, the amount of radiation released from a computer while it parses codes to 
run the tool is minimal as well. It does not heat up the computer at all. However, users who may 
attempt to simulate circuits that contain more than 100 components may observe considerable 
heat coming out of their machine. It also takes a considerable amount of time to parse the circuit. 
When users access the tool online to test a circuit that contains hundreds of transistors and 
diodes, other users who share the network may experience slowdown in the network.  
6. Manufacturability 
This tool is portable. Users are able to install this program on any machine. However, it requires 
users to have LTspice installed in their computer. Since anyone can access LTspice easily, it can 
be run in any computer.  This tool is written in development environment that enables to write 
codes portable to any computer. This makes it easy for users to install the tool easily in their 
machine. Instructors introduce this tool to their students upon its completion. 
7. Sustainability 
This tool fully functions as long as the LTspice environment maintains similar features. When 
LTspice developers make modifications, they do not consider the backward compatibility of 
their code with this tool. As a result, adjustments must be made in order to keep this tool 
functional with the newer versions. If LTspice environment is completely changed, the tool may 
not function as intended. Users may request the programmer to supply updates and fix bugs.  In 
other circumstances, the tool serves users in their best interest. If something happens to the code, 
it does not take that much time to fix it. Since the project does not bring any profit to the 
designer, providing maintenance to users in such mishaps subjects to the programmers interest.  
8. Ethical issues 
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The developer applies “the Golden Rule” to consider the interest of others before tempting to 
publish and release this work. The developer ensures that there is no infringement on prior 
patents or other intellectual property because the developer knows that claiming others work as 
one’s own work is not ethical and it is prohibited under the law. Therefore, the designer takes 
proper procedures to ensure that other people are not affected by my project before I release this 
work to the public.  In addition, this project adheres to the IEEE code of ethics. I strongly 
emphasize that users shall not use this tool to collect any revenue before taking the proper legal 
procedures to obtain permission from the developer or any concerned body because not abiding 
this may lead the developer to take legal action.  In addition, using others work for benefit 
without giving any credit to the owner affects the designer. When one attempts to breach this 
contract, I recommend you to put yourself in the designer’s position, and think what you feel if 
someone does the same thing to you.  
9. Health and Safety 
This project does not expose anybody to any electromagnetic radiation. The project meets 
conditions for safe operation identified in IEEE and ANSI.  This tool does not run independently. 
Therefore, users do not have concerns about exposure to any electromagnetic discharge or any of 
those sorts.  For users who utilize this tool to simulate average sized circuits, it does not push the 
computer to a limit where it produces too much heat and radiation. As a matter of fact, users are 
most likely at minimal risk of health and safety related issues.  
10. Social and Political Issues  
This project does not produce a tool that provides similar service as any of the vendors such as 
Cadence that distribute simulation software. As a result, I anticipate that it does not affect the 
entities. Furthermore, this tool fills the gap for any computer simulation tool that does not 
provide such service. Especially, it enhances LTspice desirability in workplace and in schools. 
However, I do not expect this tool brings a major leap in affecting software market. In other 
words, this tool does not kick any software company out of business. This tool consists of 
appealing user interface and a user manual that shows how to use the tool. Consequently, the 
professional society engages with this tool easily. This tool does not lead anyone to violate any 
social value and norm.  
11. Development 
In the course of developing this project, I learn procedures to design a finished product. I also 
learn what parameters I have to consider when I attempt to design a new product. If it were not 
for this class, I would not know that I have to consider political and social issues before 
designing a product. In this project, I learn software important to develop the tool. The developer 
learns Java, php and python to complete the project. Furthermore, the developer learns how to 
search and identify credible sources.  
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